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Let G be a connected semi-simple complex algebraic group of adjoint ype, fix a 
Borel subgroup and a maximal toms, T c B c G. Let W = Nc(T) /T  be the Weyl 
group and let R denote the set of roots. Consider a Bott-Samelson resolution of a 
Schubert variety Jr : 2 (r) --+ l~ (w), where w s W and r is a reduced ecomposition 
A 
of w. I f  r = (sil . . . . .  sir), ]~(r) = Pil XB Piz NB "'" XB Pit~ B, where Pij = B LI 
Bsij B (for the whole notation and definitions, [1, pp. 454 and 458]). 
Consider now the Biatynicki-Birula decomposition f the Bott-Samelson variety 
~(T)= LI c×. 
We are interested in the trace of this decomposition on the fibre 7/"-1 (X), for x ~< w 
in W. Note, first, that ~(r)T is a finite set. Next, in an appropriate local co-ordinates 
system (al . . . . .  ar) associated to an open centered at y, the cell C× is given by the 
vanishing of some of the ak's. 
In [1, Theorem 2, p. 466], I claim that, for any g ~ ~(r)T,  the intersection C × n 
rr-a (x) is given by linear equations, but this is false. As one can see on the following 
example. In a root system of type A3, denoting Sl, s2, s3 the reflections associated 
to the three simple roots a~, o~2, ~3, take w = s1s2$1s3s2s1 and x = s~s2. Then the 
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trace of  the cell associated to the T-fixed point y = [s1, $2, s1, 1, 1, sl] on the fibre 
re -1 (x) is not given by linear equations. Indeed, 
C Y = {[pcq (a)sl, pc~2(b)s2, Pctl (C)Sl, 1, p_c~2 (d), Sl], a, b, c, d c C}, 
and zr ([Pcq (a)s1, pc~ 2(b)s2, p~ (C)Sl, 1, p_c~ 2(d), S1 ]) = Poq (a -+- d)pa 1 +Ct2 (b -4- cd) × 
SlS2. Here, for any u 6 R, p~ : (C, ÷)  ~ G is a morphism such that Im(p~) is the 
unipotent subgroup associated to o~. The extension of  Theorem 2 of  [ 1 ] to the Kac -  
Moody case [2, p. 33] should be taken with the same restriction. 
However, M. H/irterich [3, Proposition 2.1] proves, using Chevalley's commu- 
tation relations, that CY N r r - l (x )  is determined as a subvariety of  C × by g.(x) 
equations X~ = 0, ~ ~ R + ¢q x (R- ) ,  of  the form X~ = ~i  4-ai + Xa(aj), where 
X~ is a polynomial of  degree at least 2 in some "lower" variables aj 's. Therefore, 
these intersections are still isomorphic to vector spaces. And the linear equations I 
obtained in [1] are the linear parts Y~4 q-ai of  the equations X~. 
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